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This looks like a lot of fun, and provides a team of friends with a great shared experience. Its also a very pretty game to look at; the sprawling visuals take the game to the ground, but avoid throwing up a white, floating monstrosity. Ive been using the Riftbreaker for the last few days, and Ive only
encountered one bug that has bothered me: the detail model in the house interiors isnt all that great. Look in the closets, and you might notice people and robots piled on top of each other, but theres not much to say theres a ton of them. Theyre essentially cardboard cutouts anyway. In the end, The
Riftbreaker is a pretty decent game that provides a good multiplayer experience, even if its no Tactics Ogre. It could do with more customisation to the battlemaps, but it makes up for that in a very talented production team, and the Mecha-armor deserves a special mention - its a first for the
roleplaying genre and definitely its most engaging aspect. A little while ago we decided that a short idea could be in a small text file. This idea was about changing and rebalancing an existing class in a way that would allow us to remove it from the game entirely, yet keep the core functionality in
place. How do we do it? Well, we move it to a different location. And this is the Riftbreaker style class, one with a much more familiar gameplay experience. The event that triggers the Riftbreaker class involves training an opponent to the point where theyve become immune to the Riftbreaker class.
When this happens youve got an opponent that needs to be removed from the game permanently, instead, the Riftbreaker can deal them damage and then take them out as a dangerous threat. Lets get to the details. First and foremost, you wont encounter this class in game! You must collect all the
bracelets of the enemy you fight to receive the Riftbreaker ability in game. We wanted to go through a very early prototype version of the class to test the concepts out. If you think of the Riftbreaker as a spellcaster, then you might have some idea as to what to expect from it. This class isnt about
using expensive spells to deal damage. It is about insta-knockback, standing on high ground, allowing you to take a full headshot, utilizing being entirely invisible and more. Its about all the things that a caster wouldnt want to encounter. You dont want to feel this class even when youre fighting a
Riftbreaker. Of course youll be able to dodge, but this is an incredibly deadly class that completely eliminates combatants that have been trained by the Riftbreaker. The history of the Riftbreaker is the history of warfare as we knew it. Two opposing armies would stand on opposite ends of the
battlefield, and when the combat was over both sides would send one or more trained Riftbreakers to kill the enemy leader. The Riftbreaker was used as a precursor to the Stormtrooper, as both classes relied on lead to deal damage to the opposition. The Riftbreaker is capable of eliminating an
opponents entire army in less than a day. This opens up a lot of new possibilities. In the past, the only battlefields that could deal with this kind of large-scale death would be space. But now that the Riftbreaker is out in the open it will be in every conflict, and every army will have it. This becomes a
terrifying prospect for any group of warriors, as even the tide of the war can turn on a single Riftbreaker. The Riftbreaker is an extremely powerful offensive class, and one that is entirely customizable to your playstyle. What the Riftbreaker was designed to be is a feared monster in all forms of
combat, one which no army can stand up to without assuming enormous risks. A trained Riftbreaker is a terrifying foe that will show up at any time, and in the worst case scenario will be undetectable. Build your Riftbreaker up to be as highly durable as possible. The Riftbreaker can handle any type
of environment with ease, and will be able to shrug off all sorts of damage before being knocked down.
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The Riftbreaker takes us to the distant future, when mankind managed to master the teleportation technology, which in turn opened the possibility of colonizing other planets. The main character of the game is captain Ashley S. Novak, who is one of the so-called Riftbreakers - elite units which are a
combination of scientists and commandos. The protagonist goes on a one-way trip to Galatea 37, a globe at the edge of the Milky Way, and her task is to establish an Earth bridgehead and open a wormhole leading to the Blue Planet. Things are made a little easier by the fact that Captain Novak has
at her disposal a versatile mecha-armor, which she has affectionately named Mr. Riggs. If youve read everything and arrived all the way down here, then you might be interested in helping us shape the game. Please come and talk to us on the forums, our official Discord server or through any other

of our social media. Well be sharing inside info about our development progress, and wed love to hear your feedback. Please come and help us make Riftbreaker the game You want to play! Rifts can be exploited in various ways, and given there are several ways to do so, theres plenty of room to
come up with creative mechanics for how to exploit them. In The Riftbreaker, youll utilize rifts to connect you base to various other areas as well as unlock opportunities for combat and resource extraction. Each challenge will unlock new rifts which can connect you to new areas, therefore offering a

new experience with every new mission. Follow the Riftbreaker as it builds its base, and successfully complete the final mission to get back home. Theres nothing more to say other than hoping you enjoy The Riftbreaker as much as we enjoy making it! 5ec8ef588b
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